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YEAR’S END 2014

Another year draws to a close and once again we wish you all a very Happy Christmas
and thank you for your continued support. This has contributed to a most successful year for us and we thank you
all most sincerely.
The shop has taken on a new feel as Adrian has been building many new displays in order to get a lot of our
“hidden stock” out for all to see. This has meant putting other items onto the back burner, but the New Year
should see a return to the drawing board and the completion of a number of ship plans that several customers have
been waiting for.

TIME FOR A BREAK!

As is our usual practice every second year we will divide our holiday break into two parts. As we do each year, we
will be closed between Christmas and the New Year.
In early February we will do our regular pilgrimage to Tasmania as we visit the “Australian Wooden Boat
Festival”. Many people travel from the mainland to attend this show and it is a great time to catch up with lots of
customers and friends, and if time permits, we may even go and have a look at the boats.!!!
Not only do the 1:1 scale boats attend in huge numbers but alongside them is a great model boat display which
usually occupies two separate venues.
Our breaks are as follows:
Float-a-Boat will close for the Christmas break at 5pm Dec 23rd and re-open at 10am on Tuesday 13th.
January 2015.
Following that we will close at 5pm on Friday 6th February and then head
off to Tasmania, re-opening the shop at 10am on Tuesday 17th. February.
Follow in Santa’s wake to the next page and get a brief glimpse of what you
will see if you head for Hobart.
(For those that can’t go - what you will miss !!)
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SNAPSHOTS FROM THE LAST WOODEN BOAT
FESIVAL
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MODEL BOATS WINTER SPECIAL 2014
The Model Boats “Winter Special” always arrives in the middle of
Australia’s hot summer but nevertheless is aways packed with articles of
relevance to most modellers.
This particular edition details the construction of a US Coast Guard
Picket Boat, a lengthy article on current radio control equiptment which
will answer many questions for a lot of our customers as well as a
good article on the basics of Live Steam in model boats.
Another good read while sitting in the shade of your favourite tree with a
cool drink in hand and the “Aerogard” close by.
Price of the Winter Special is $14.50 plus P&P if required.
We can of course post anywhere.

STOP THE PRESS!!!

a

I recently spoke to Barrie Stevens, the editor of Marine Modelling
International, and asked him if we could share with you all a small article
he had included in the November edition.
It was headed “Keep on Modelling” and reads as follows:
“From research by the Nature Neuro Science Group, it has been found that by being involved in taxing hobbies
like Modelling, it can help to prevent the onset of Alzheimer’s Disease!”
I mentioned to Barrie that when we drew attention to the article while speaking to our customers, their eyes
suddenly shone brightly and they seemed to walk from the shop on a cushion of air. It has had such a positive
reception that I thought it was worth sharing with all of you.
One of the most interesting things we observe, even without
the backing of science, is the fact that practically all of our
customers are most interesting people, involved with many
different activities, with lots of projects in the pipeline and
very mentally alert, no matter what their age. The body may
fail as we get older but a modeller’s brain seems to go on
forever.!!!
As Barrie said - “KEEP ON MODELLING”.
We could not agree more.
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